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Abstract

Pass localization and team identification are two pri-
mary tasks for pass-count based possession statistics gen-
eration of a soccer match. While the existing works per-
form these two tasks separately, we propose dual interact-
ing reinforcement learning agents to jointly perform these
tasks. The proposed model has a localization agent, that
decides which direction to move a temporal window to lo-
calize a pass. On the other hand, there is an identification
agent that decides if the temporal window contains a pass
for team-A (or team-B), or the localization agent needs to
readjust the temporal window further. In this multi-agent
setup, an agent may communicate by sharing some message
to guide the other agent to achieve its task. To achieve this
inter-agent communication, we extend the Dueling DQN ar-
chitecture and share the value of a state as a message to the
other agent. Two agents watch, act independently and co-
operate with each other in order to detect a valid pass in
a soccer video. A novel reward function is proposed that
helps the agents to learn the optimal policy. Experiments
performed on online videos show that our method is 3%
better at localization of pass than the competitive methods.

1. Introduction

The ball possession statistics is one of the key determin-
ing factors that differentiates a winning team from a los-
ing team. A recent study [4] on the impact of ball posses-
sion statistics on match outcome in the UEFA Champions
League (from 2014 to 2019) reveals that teams with higher
ball possession won 49.25%, draw 22.04%, and lost 28.71%
of the matches.

Pass-count based approach is one of the most popular
methods to calculate the possession statistics of two teams.
In this method, the possession stats of team-A is calculated
by dividing the number of valid passes of team-A with the
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Figure 1. Comparison between existing and proposed methods.

total number of valid passes of both teams, as follows,

Possession(team A) =
passA

passA+ passB
, (1)

where passA and passB are valid pass counts for team-A
and team-B respectively. The numerator of (1) is replaced
by passB for calculation of possession stat for team-B. A
valid pass for a team (say team-A) is defined as the passing
of the ball between two players of that team (team-A).

The main challenge in the pass-count based method is
how to detect a valid pass in a soccer video. The existing
works [16–18] solve the problem of detection of a valid pass
in two steps. First, a pass-start event (a player passing the
ball) at frame f and a pass-end event (another player re-
ceiving the ball) at frame (f +λ) are detected. Then, a pass
is recognized from the frame f to (f + λ) as a pass-start
followed by a pass-end event. In the next step, the team in-
formation of the passer and receiver are analyzed based on
jersey color and a valid pass is recognized if two players are
of the same team. The existing approach of pass detection
is shown in Fig. 1a.

Note that the existing approaches have detected passes
by detecting pass events (pass-start and pass-end). There-
fore, the accuracy of pass detection depends on the accuracy
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of detection of pass events. As a result, a wrong pass event
could lead us to a wrong pass detection as well as wrong
possession statistics. Also, the team information needs to
be stored once a pass event is detected. The team informa-
tion of a pass-start event needs to be matched with the team
information of a pass-end event to determine a valid pass.
This two-step process is therefore complex and irrecover-
able to errors if there is a mistake in one step.

To cope with the above difficulties, we have modeled a
pass as a spatio-temporal event containing a pass-start event
at frame f and a pass-end event at frame (f+λ). The pass is
detected in a temporal window w of length λ frames, shown
as blue dashed rectangle in Fig. 1b. The proposed model
follows a predict-correct-predict cycle, therefore more flex-
ible and recoverable to error. The length of a pass may vary,
hence λ could vary from pass to pass.

Given an initial location of w, the main challenge of de-
tecting a pass is two-fold; first how to move w to local-
ize a pass in the video? Second, how to determine the
length ofw? A sliding window-based approach with a set of
variable-length windows seems a natural choice to solve the
problem. But due to exhaustive search, this approach will
take huge processing time, therefore cannot be applicable
for real-time applications. We solve this problem by apply-
ing reinforcement learning algorithm. We design a localiza-
tion agent, a deep Q-network (DQN) agent, that watches the
temporal window w, and learns the policy on how to move
and re-scale w to locate a pass based on the reward obtained
from the soccer-environment (a reinforcement learning en-
vironment that we have designed for this experiment). We
also design an identification agent whose task is to identify
a valid pass for team-A or team-B, localized by w. Two
agents interact with each other to jointly detect a pass in
the video, as shown in Fig. 1b. Once trained, the agents
take decisions in real-time, therefore the proposed model is
suitable for time-constrained applications.

Existing works: Automatic generation of ball posses-
sion statistics has recently gained considerable attention
from computer vision researchers. But, the existing works
primarily focused on pass event based pass detection, in-
stead of modeling a pass as a spatio-temporal event. One
such work is [16], where a passing event is detected based
on the interaction-energy of the ball and players detected in
the soccer frame. The interaction-energy is modeled in such
a way that the energy is relatively high for a pass event, and
low otherwise. The energy is calculated based on the posi-
tion and velocity of the ball and players.

A graph based method is proposed in [17], where the
pass event detection is modeled as split and merge of the
nodes of a minimum-cost flow network. The network is
constructed by the ball and players detected in two consec-
utive frames. The network has special nodes like appear,
disappear, split and merge to detect appearance, disappear-

ance, split and merge of the ball and players. A split fol-
lowed by a merge of the ball engineered by two different
players of the same team denotes a valid pass detection.

The modeling of [17] allows any object from the previ-
ous frame to get split (or merge) with any object of the cur-
rent frame. This relaxation raises false pass detection. The
method in [18] overcomes the above limitation by introduc-
ing the concept of the group. A group is formed by nearby
objects in the frame and split and merge between members
is allowed only in case they are part of a group [18]. A
modified network structure and cost function is also pro-
posed in [18], which improved the accuracy of generation
of possession statistics.

In contrast to the existing approaches, we propose a
single-step solution for pass detection. The proposed dual
interacting model jointly localizes and identifies a valid
pass in a video through a temporal window. The proposed
method is elaborated in Section 2. Next, we discuss relevant
works on reinforcement learning.

Reinforcement learning: Reinforcement learning (RL),
powered by deep network, has been effectively used in dif-
ferent computer vision tasks like object detection [1, 2, 11],
object tracking [20, 22, 24] and video summarization [25,
26]. Our model is inspired by the idea of temporal window
based RL agents applied for action detection [7,10,23], but
with specific novel designs motivated by multi-agent com-
munication [6, 9].

Action detection by continuously repositioning and re-
shaping the temporal window over a video is proposed in
[7,10]. An RL agent is trained to sequentially move the win-
dow by taking actions like move left or right, expand left or
right, shrink and jump. The movement of the window is ter-
minated once an action instance is localized by the agent.
Generally, a separate classification model is used to fur-
ther classify the detected action instances. Our localization
agent is designed based on a similar idea. But, instead of
using a separate classification model, we use a DQN agent
(identification agent) for pass identification. This improve-
ment empowers the agents to cooperate and learn the pass
detection task via a unified framework.

Multiple agents have been used to perform tasks such as
object localization [9] and face tracking [6]. By treating
each object detection as an individual agent, a collabora-
tive multi-agent model is proposed in [9] for localization
of objects which are under interactions. A dual-agent RL
model for deformable face tracking is proposed in [6]. In
this model, a tracking agent tracks the target face and an
alignment agent adjusts the facial landmark points.

In a multi-agent environment, one agent may hold impor-
tant information that can guide the policy of other agents.
Due to this, multi-agent models with no communication
shows poor performance than multiple interacting agents
[12]. An agent may send a message m to guide another
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agent to achieve its task. Conventionally, m is handcrafted
based on prior knowledge. Recent works [5, 6] learn m via
back-propagation. In [9], the weights of the layers of one
agent are merged into the layers of the other agent as the
message. In contrast to that, we explicitly share the value
of a state as the message for the other agent. We modify the
Dueling DQN architecture [21] and enable it for multi-agent
communication, which is discussed in Section 2.1.3.

Here we summarize our major contributions.

• We propose dual interacting RL agents to detect valid
passes in soccer video.

• We propose a way of communication between the
agents by modifying Dueling DQN architecture [21].

• We propose a novel reward function.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The pro-
posed method is discussed in Section 2. Proposed dual in-
teracting agents, their communication mechanism and pass
detection process are also discussed in Section 2. In Section
3, we present comprehensive experiments on openly avail-
able soccer videos and compare our results with existing
works. We conclude in Section 4.

Temporal
window

initialization

Pass detection
using dual

interacting agents

Possession
statistics

generation
Soccer video

Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed method.

2. Proposed method
The block diagram of the proposed method is shown in

Fig. 2. We take a broadcast soccer video as input. We then
initialize a temporal window w = {st, en} on it, where st
and en are the starting and ending frame indices. The dual
agents then process the video and detect the valid pass for
team-A and team-B. In the final step, we generate the pos-
session statistics from the pass counts of two teams using
(1).

The process of pass detection via a dual interacting
model is shown in Fig. 3. The model contains two
DQN agents, a localization agent and a identification agent.
Given a temporal window w (blue dashed rectangle of Fig.
3), the identification agent decides if w contains a pass for
team-A or team-B. Ifw does not contain a pass, the localiza-
tion agent moves w to the new position w′ (red dashed rect-
angle) that may contain a pass. This identification followed
by localization continues until a pass is detected. Once a
pass is detected, the temporal window is repositioned to a
new positionw = w+l by shifting the window by l number
of frames and the search for the next pass in the video con-
tinues. We next describe the dual interacting agent model.

Identification Agent 
(team-A, team-B, no-pass) 
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Figure 3. Pass detection using dual agent model.

2.1. Dual interacting agents

Given an initial window w = (st, en), we select n num-
ber of frames using a frame selection strategy and concate-
nate them to obtain the feature vector s ∈ Rn×d×h =
{f1, f2, ..., fn}, where f is a frame of width d and height
h. The feature vector s is the current state and servers as the
observation to the agents through which an agent decides to
choose an action.

2.1.1 Localization agent

The localization agent observes s and takes an action aL to
move w to new position w′. In our case, we define four
actions for the localization agent, which are AL = {left,
right, expand, squeeze}. Given the current window w =
(st, en), the left action moves the current window to the
left, where the transformed window isw′ = (st−u, en−u)
and u is a fixed number of frames. Similarly, the right move
transformed w to w′ = (st+ u, en+ u). The expand move
expands the current window w to w′ = (st − u, en + u).
Opposite to the expand move, the squeeze move shrinks the
current window tow′ = (st+u, en−u). We experimentally
found that the above four actions are sufficient enough to
localize a pass in a soccer video.

The goal of the localization agent is to detect a pass.
Therefore, we design a reward function RL(s, aL ∈ AL)
in such a way that RL(s, aL) is positive if the action aL
moves the current window towards a pass. Upon taking
an action, the localization agent receives a reward rL ∈
RL(s, a) = +1 if the intersection over union (IoU) between
w′ and a ground truth pass wg = (stg, eng) is greater than
some threshold τ . Otherwise, we provide a small reward
rL = +0.1 if the translated window w′ moves towards any
of the ground truth window wg . We define boundary dis-
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tance between a window w and a ground truth pass wg as
D(w,wg) = min(|st − stg|, |st − eng|, |en − stg|, |en −
eng|). If the boundary distance between the current window
and ground truth pass reduces after moving from w to w′,
or IoU increases, the agent receives a reward rL = 0.1. For
all other cases, the agent receives a penalty rL = −1, as
shown below.

RL(s, aL) =


+1 if IoU(w′, wg) ≥ τ,
+0.1 else if

IoU(w′, wg) > IoU(w,wg) OR
D(w,wg) > D(w′, wg),

−1 otherwise.
(2)

2.1.2 Identification agent

Unlike the localization agent, the primary task of the iden-
tification agent is to decide whether the current window w
captures a pass (for team-A or B) or not. Therefore, we
choose three actions for the identification agent, which are
AI = {team-A, team-B, no-pass}. The identification agent
chooses the action team-A or team-B to denote a valid pass
for team-A or team-B respectively. Otherwise, the agent
chooses no-pass.

Typically most of the time w will contain a no-pass
event. To encourage the agent to detect a valid pass for
team-A or team-B, we provide a positive reward rI ∈
RI(s, aI ∈ AI) = +1 for correct identification of a pass
for team-A or team-B. We set rI = 0 for a correct identi-
fication of no-pass event. For the rest of the cases, we set
rI = −1. Let the current window w overlaps with a ground
truth pass wg and the function team(wg) returns the team
information of wg . We define,

RI(s, aI) =


+1 if IoU(w,wg) ≥ τ AND

aI == team(wg),
+0 if IoU(w,wg) < τ AND

aI == no-pass,
−1 otherwise.

(3)

The effect of taking an action ai by an agent i (local-
ization or identification) in a state s, known as Q-value, is
numerically measured as [13],

Qi(s, ai) = ri + γmax
a′i

Qi(s
′, a′i), (4)

where ri is the reward for the action ai, s′ and a′i are the
next state and action respectively. The maximum Q-value
for the next state is discounted by the factor 0 ≤ γ < 1.

The Dueling DQN [21] represents the Q-value in (4) as
the sum of the value of a state V (s) and the advantage of
taking an action in that state A(s, ai), subtracted by the av-
erage value of all actions ak,

Qi(s, ai) = Vi(s) + (Ai(s, ai)−
1

k

∑
ak

Ai(s, ak)), (5)

(a) Frames contain only the ball (b) A player is passing the ball

Figure 4. Two scenarios. The scenario in (b) may have a higher
state value than (a).

where k is the number of actions of the agent i.
The value of a state Vi(s) quantifies how valuable a state

s is to an agent i irrespective of any action, whereas the
advantage Ai(s, ai) learns how much extra reward could be
gained from the state s for a particular action ai. The value
of a state Vi(s) for the agent i is shared to the other agent
i− as a message for inter-agent communication, which is
discussed next.

2.1.3 Communication between agents

The performance of the identification agent heavily depends
on how well a pass is localized by the localization agent.
On the other hand, the identification agent can instruct the
localization agent whether a pass is localized or not. This
inter-agent communication is achieved by sharing a mes-
sage from one agent to another. The message is either hand-
crafted [19] or learned via back-propagation [5, 6]. We,
on the other hand, have proposed the idea of implement-
ing inter-agent communication by sharing the state value
(Vi(s)) of an agent to the other.

The core idea is that the state value Vi(s) of a state s
for an agent can help the other agent to decide its policy.
Imagine two scenarios shown in Fig. 4. First, the temporal
window contains just a ball (Fig. 4a) and second, a player is
kicking the ball (Fig. 4b). In the first scenario, the localiza-
tion agent has no clue regarding which direction to move the
window to locate a pass. Hence, this state may be less im-
portant for the agent. As a result, the localization agent may
move w to right and instruct the identification agent that no
pass is localized. For the second scenario, the window con-
tains a player with the ball. Therefore the localization agent
may extend the window to locate the pass. Hence, Fig. 4b
is more valuable than Fig. 4a for the agents.

A higher state value for the localization may convey the
message to the identification agent that a pass is localized.
Hence, the identification agent may choose either team-A or
team-B. Alternatively, the identification agent may instruct
the localization agent to move the temporal window to the
right if a player kicked the ball.

Based, on the above intuition, we modify (5) and define
the Q-value of an agent i as the sum of state value Vi(s), the
state value of the other agent Vi−(s) and action advantage
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Ai(s, ai),

Qi(s, ai) = βVi(s) + (1− β)Vi−(s) + (Ai(s, ai)

−1

k

∑
ak

Ai(s, ak)),
(6)

where β is a scaling parameter that controls the contribution
of Vi(s) and Vi−(s) in Qi(s, ai).

We modify the Dueling DQN [21] architecture to learn
the Q-value of (6). The modified architecture with two
agents is shown in Fig. 5. Aiming to localize a pass, the
localization agent consists of a vertical stack of two bidirec-
tional convolutional LSTM layers (Bi-ConvLSTM1 and Bi-
ConvLSTM2) to capture spatio-temporal features from the
sequence of frames. The vertically stacked Bi-ConvLSTMs
add more depth to the architecture and create hierarchical
feature representation which is assumed to improve the ac-
curacy of the localization agent.

Guided by the fact that a soccer frame sequence is sym-
metric with respect to time, the bidirectional connections of
the Bi-ConvLSTM layer captures temporal features in both
forward and backward directions of time. The output of the
last time-step of Bi-ConvLSTM2 is flattened and connected
to a fully connected layer (FC1). The original Dueling ar-
chitecture [21] contains two branches, one to learn Vi(s)
and another one to learn Ai(s, ai). In our case, we add one
more branch to learn β, as shown in Fig. 5.

The identification agent consists of a 3D Convolution
layer followed by a 2D Convolution layer to capture the
spatial features from the frame sequence for the identifica-
tion task. Note that, we are intended to capture only spatial
features from the frame sequence to detect a valid pass or
a miss-pass. Hence, we have used 3D and 2D Convolu-
tion layers instead of recurrent layers for the identification
agent. The output of the 2D convolution layer is connected
to a fully connected layer (FC1), which is divided into three
branches similar to the localization agent. At a time step
t, an agent reads the current state s and state value of the
other agent Vi−(s). The state value Vi−(s) is multiplied
with (1−β) and added with Vi(s) and Ai(s, ai) in the final
layer (FC5) of the network. Finally, the Q-value (6) of all
actions are generated in the final layer of the network, as
shown in Fig. 5. The parameters β, Vi(s) and Ai(s, ai) are
learned via back-propagation.

2.2. Learning the optimal policy

The Q-value in (6) is approximated using a deep neural
network Q(s, ai) ≈ Q(s, ai; θ), where θ is the parameters
of the network. Q-value of each agent i is learned by mini-
mizing a loss function Li(θ), where,

Li(θ) = [(ri + γmax
a′

Qi(s
′, a′; θ))−Qi(s, ai; θ)]

2, (7)

The loss function is defined as the squared difference be-
tween current Q-value Qi(s, ai; θ) and the target Q-value
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Figure 5. Communication between the agents.

Qi(s
′, a′; θ) as in [13]. The parameter θ can be optimized

using the gradient descent method as follows,

θc+1 = θc + α(Yc −Qi(s, ai; θc))∇θcQi(s, ai; θc), (8)

where Yc = r+γmaxa′ Qi(s
′, a′; θc) and α is the learning

rate.
Finally, once the Q-value of all state-action pairs is

learned, the optimal policy π∗
i is obtained by greedily se-

lecting the action that returns the maximum Q-value,

π∗
i = argmaxaQi(s, ai). (9)

2.3. Generation of possession statistics

Once the training process is complete, the agents have
learned the optimal policy and know which action to select
in which state. Now, given a soccer video as input, the steps
to generate possession statistics of two teams are as follows.
We initialize w at the beginning of the video and obtain the
current state s. We take two counters, passA and passB to
keep track of valid passes for team-A and team-B respec-
tively.

The identification agent observes s and chooses an action
aI = argmaxaQI(s, ai). If aI = team-A, we say a pass for
team-A is identified and passA is incremented by one. Sim-
ilarly, passB is incremented by one if we get aI = team-B.
The case aI = no-pass indicates no-pass situation. We then
move to the localization agent to reposition w. The local-
ization agent selects an action aL = argmaxaQL(s, ai)
and w is moved accordingly. This identification followed
by localization process continues either maximum ρ num-
ber of times or a valid pass is detected. We then shift w by
l frames to the right. Once the entire video is processed,
the possession statistics is generated using (1). The steps
for the generation of the possession statistics are shown in
Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Generation of possession statistics

1 Input: Soccer video; Output: Ball possession stats
2 Initialize the temporal window w,
3 Set passA = 0, passB = 0
4 while (Video not complete) do
5 Set itr = 0
6 while (itr ≤ ρ) do
7 aI = argmaxaQI(s, ai)

// Identification agent checks if

there is a pass

8 if Valid pass detected then
9 passA = passA+ 1 // team-A

10 or
11 passB = passB + 1 // team-B

12 break
13 else
14 aL = argmaxaQL(s, ai)

// Localization

15 end
16 itr = itr + 1

17 end
18 Reposition w = w + l

19 end
20 Generate ball possession statistics using (1)

3. Experimental details

Dataset: Due to the lack of any benchmark dataset
on ball possession statistics, we evaluate the performance
of our model on openly available broadcast soccer match
videos1 2 3. We extract 8 video clips (V1-V8) from the
match videos, each is encoded in mp4 format stored at 25
frames per second. Additionally, we experiment on 8-pass
goal4 (B1) and 44-pass goal5 (B2). We implement [15] for
the identification of long-shot frames in a soccer video. The
long-shot frames provide a global view of the soccer field
and have a consistent camera zooming effect, therefore used
for our experiments.

We prepare ground truth by marking each video clip
with the tuple {stg, eng, ψ}, where stg and eng are the
starting and ending frame index of a pass and ψ =
{team-A, team-B} is the team label of the pass. For our

1Real Madrid vs Valencia, LaLiga, 04-Jan-2016; URL: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uHGd7yNm6I.

2Manchester United vs Everton, FA Cup, 23-Apr-2016; URL: https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=cC18Y--L-7w.

3Gladbach vs. Bayern, Bundesliga, 18-May-2013; URL: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGhhbMOp6yY.

4Bayer Leverkusen vs Werder Bremen, DFB Pokal, 07-Feb-2018;
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdfac1tUuN8.

5Manchester City vs Manchester United, Premier League, 11-
Nov-2018; URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
DboajdmSHJM.

experiment, we design the soccer environment, an RL en-
vironment responsible for the execution of the actions of
localization and identification agents. The soccer environ-
ment also returns the rewards RL and RI to the localization
and identification agents respectively.

Implementation details: Given a soccer frame, we crop
a region of interest (RoI) of width d = 100 pixels and height
h = 100 pixels surrounding the ball. The frames shown in
Fig. 4 are examples of cropped RoI. The RoI typically con-
tains the soccer ball and possessing player, therefore has
sufficient image information for the localization and identi-
fication task. We experimentally set u = 3 in Section 2.1,
therefore w is shifted by 3 frames for different actions of
the localization agent. We also experimentally set l = 15
frames in Section 2.3, therefore once a pass is detected, w
is shifted by 25 frames.

Given a soccer video, we initialize the window w =
(st, en) with st = 0 and en = 20 and select n = 6 frames
that serve as the state s to the agents. In case of a valid pass,
a player passes the ball to another player of the same team.
Therefore, ifw properly localizes a pass, the starting frames
of w would have a player passing the ball. Also, the ending
frames of w would have a player receiving the ball. Based
on this fact, we select the first 3 frames out of 6 frames from
the beginning of w (st to st + 2). The rest of the 3 frames
are selected from the end of w (en − 2 to en). We con-
catenate the 6 frames to obtain the feature vector of shape
s ∈ R6×100×100.

The first bidirectional convolutional LSTM layer (Bi-
ConvLSTM1) of the localization agent contains 64 convo-
lutional filters of kernel size 5×5 and strides (1,1), whereas
the Bi-ConvLSTM2 contains 32 convolutional filters of ker-
nel size 3 × 3 and strides (1,1). The output of the last time
step of Bi-ConvLSTM2 is reduced using 2D max-pooling
operation of kernel size 2 × 2, which is then connected to
a fully connected layer (FC1 of Fig. 5) of size 512. The
localization agent has 4 actions, therefore the size of FC2 is
set to 4. Similarly, V (s) and β are scalar values, therefore
the size of FC3 and FC4 are set to a vector of length 1. FC2,
FC3 and FC4 are merged in FC5 of size 4.

For the identification agent, the 3D conv layer contains
64 convolutional filters of kernel size 3× 3× 3 and strides
(1,1,1). The 2D conv layer contains 64 convolutional filters
of kernel size 3× 3 and strides (1,1). The output of the 2D
conv layer is reduced using 3D max-pooling operation of
kernel size 2 × 2 × 2, which is then connected to a fully
connected layer of size 512. The localization agent has 3
actions, therefore the size of FC2 and FC5 are set to 3. The
size of FC3 and FC4 are set to 1. We assign linear activation
to FC5 to generate real-valued Q-values but sigmoid activa-
tion to FC3 to generate the values between 0 to 1 for β. All
other layers have ReLu activation.

Both agents are trained using the Adam [8] optimizer.
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Figure 6. Change of loss during the training of the agents.
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Figure 7. Visualization of different steps of a pass detection by our
method. A pass (343,369) is detected by the agents at step t + 3.
Actions selected by the identification and localization agents are
shown above and below the arrow respectively.

The initial learning rate α in (8) is set to 1.e-5, which is lin-
early reduced to 1.e-8 over 1M iterations. For each iteration,
we take a batch of size 64 for our experiment. The training
is stopped when the loss L(θ) ≤ 0.001 for both the agents.
A typical change of the loss value of both agents during
training over an iteration of 1M is shown in Fig. 6. We
see that the loss is gradually decreasing near to zero, which
empirically shows the convergence of the agents. We imple-
ment ε-greedy and experience replay [14] for the training of
the agents.

Qualitative analysis: Typical steps of a pass detection
by the agents is visualized in Fig. 7. A ground truth pass
that starts at frame 344 and ends at 370 is shown at the top
of the figure. At time t, the identification and localization
agents observe the window (340, 360) (blue dashed rectan-
gle) and select no-pass and right actions respectively. Next,
the identification agent selects expand move at t + 1 and
right move at t + 2. The actions selected by the identifica-
tion agent remain same at t + 1 and t + 2. At time t + 3,
the identification agent observes the window (343, 369) and
selects the action team-A, which denotes detection of a pass
for team-A.

Ground truth

Our method

Group

Flow

Energy

Figure 8. Visualization of pass detection by different methods.
The green and red bars represent valid passes for team-A and team-
B respectively.

Figure 9. Comparison of IoU of the detected passes of different
methods. The proposed method has higher IoU.

A visualization of pass detection by different methods
on V6 is shown in Fig. 8. The frame sequence is repre-
sented by a straight line and the valid passes for team-A
and team-B are represented via red and green bars respec-
tively. The length of each bar represents the span of a pass.
We can see that our method has successfully detected all
the passes marked in the ground truth. But the methods of
Group [18], Flow [17] and Energy [16] have failed to detect
all the passes. Also, we can see that our method has higher
intersection over union ratio (IoU), which confirms that our
method is better at pass localization than the other methods.

Quantitative analysis: Our model is better at localizing
a pass than the other methods. The plot of the average IoU
of detected passes by different methods is shown in Fig. 9.
The average IoU of our method is 0.61, which is 0.58 for
Group [18], 0.56 for Flow [17] and 0.52 for Energy [16].
To evaluate our model quantitatively, we define two metrics
namely pass detection accuracy and possession statistics ac-
curacy. Let a pass be detected between the frame-interval
(st, en), where st is the starting frame and en is the end-
ing frame. The pass is said to be successfully detected if
the IoU between the pass (st, en) and a ground truth pass
(stg, eng) is greater than a threshold ζ. We experimentally
set ζ = 0.4 in our case.

Given a soccer video with ι number of ground truth
passes and κ number of detected passes, the pass count
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error is defined as ( |ι−κ|ι × 100)%. Then, the pass
count accuracy is measured as (100 − pass count error)%.
Similarly, we define the possession statistics error as
( |χ−ψ|χ × 100)%, where χ is the ground truth possession
stat and ψ is the estimated possession stat derived from
(1). The possession statistics accuracy is measured as
(100− possession statistics error)%.

A graphical comparison of the pass detection accuracy
of our method with the other methods is shown in Fig. 10.
The average accuracy of our pass detection with respect to
ground truth is 81.6%, which is approximately 0.5% lower
than Group [18]. But, our method is 7.9% better than Flow
[17] and 15.8% better than Energy [16] in pass detection.
Table 1 shows the ball possession statistics generated from

Figure 10. Comparison of the accuracy of pass detection by the
proposed method with Group [18], Flow [17] and Energy [16].

different methods. The comparison of the accuracy of dif-
ferent methods is shown in Fig. 11. The average error of
pass detection, as well as possession statistics calculation is
shown in Table 2. The average error of possession statis-
tics calculation of our method is 13.35%, which is 12.10%
for Group [18], 15.35% for Flow [17] and 18.85% for En-
ergy [16]. Although our method has marginally higher error
on possession stat calculation, our method is significantly
faster than Group [18].

Our method takes approximately 0.05 seconds to process
a frame on GPU. This is a major advantage of the proposed
method. The proposed model is implemented in Keras [3]
with Tensorflow backend. The training of the network is
done on NVIDIA TITAN RTX GPU with 24 GB memory,
CUDA 10.1 and cuDNN 7.6. with an unoptimized Python
3.6 code on a PC with Intel i9 3.3 GHz processor, 64 GB
RAM and Linux operating system.

4. Conclusions
This paper shows the application of reinforcement learn-

ing in generation of possession statistics in telecasted soccer
videos. The proposed dual interacting agent model shows
competitive results compared to the state-of-the-art method.
This paper also shows an effective way of communication

Table 1. Comparison of possession stat.

Video Ground Truth Ours Group Flow Energy
A B A B A B A B A B

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
V1 80 20 75 25 74 26 73 27 71 29
V2 55 45 45 55 46 54 33 67 66 34
V3 43 57 52 48 53 47 62 38 30 70
V4 37 63 28 72 32 68 32 68 28 72
V5 30 70 38 62 27 73 30 70 31 69
V6 47 53 51 49 39 61 41 59 57 43
V7 76 24 85 15 79 21 76 24 67 33
V8 45 55 45 55 35 65 35 65 31 69
B1 100 0 90 10 100 0 93 7 78 22
B2 100 0 94 6 96 4 95 5 87 13

Figure 11. Comparison of the accuracy of calculation of posses-
sion statistics by different methods.

Table 2. Comparison of error (pass detection and possession stat)
and processing time.

Method Pass detection error (%) Possession stat error (%) Processing
team-A team-B team-A team-B time (sec)

Ours 20.5 16.4 13.3 13.4 0.05 (GPU)
Group 11.8 24.0 11.7 12.5 21.8
Flow 26.7 25.9 15.3 15.4 6.86
Energy 33.0 35.4 18.8 18.9 0.08

between agents by utilizing the state-value of a Dueling
DQN. Experimental results show that the proposed method
is significantly faster than the competitive methods, there-
fore applicable to real-time applications. We plan to modify
the reward function of the agents in the future and add con-
textual information like the motion of the ball and player
to improve the accuracy of pass localization. We also plan
to explore the applicability of the proposed model in other
ball-based games like field hockey and basketball.
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